Company overview
Axpo Italia SpA is a subsidiary of the Swiss Group Axpo AG and one of the main national players operating in energy trading, sales of electric power, natural gas and issuing of energy certificates and quotas. Axpo Italia is accredited by the Italian Power Exchange (Ipex) and the Derivatives Exchange (Idex).

The company is based in Genoa, Rome and Milan and has 1800 MW in combined-cycle power plants and 66 MW in wind farms. Additional capacity of 470 MW is generated from renewable sources are managed through long-term supply contracts.

Job title
IT Application – Salesforce Internship

Office
Genoa

Job description
Axpo Italia is seeking a young and brilliant graduate in computer science, to be offered an internship opportunity within the Sales & Marketing IT Solution team of the Information Technology department. The position will entail the management of the CRMs in use (with specific reference to the Salesforce application).

The intern will benefit from and on-the-job training experience, along with a deep study of the Salesforce application.

Requirements:
- Master’s degree in Information Technology or Engineering Management or Computer Sciences (with a bachelor’s degree final grade higher then 105)
- Spoken and written English skills are a fundamental requirement (knowledge level not less than B2,2 as agreed by the "Common European Framework of Reference for Languages"). Candidates with a recognised language certificate in English will be evaluated with favour.
- Good knowledge of CRM systems
- Good knowledge of up to date programming (i.e. Java)
- Analytic and problem-solving skills
- Teamwork oriented
- Good communicational skills
- Strongly interested in modern and international environment within the company’s IT department supporting the salesforce applications in use

Offer:
Axpo Italia offers a 6-month Internship Allowance, according to the corporate policy.

E-mail: HR.it@axpo.com

Applications that are not in line with the requirements will not be considered. This job offer is extended to both sexes, in accordance with the Law (Legislative Decree 198/2006 and subsequent amendments and additions).